
Bleed ends here

Visible area

Artworks are accepted in *.pdf format.
Do not alter artboard dimensions!
All Pantone colours will be converted to official CMYK values.
Technical objects and colours should be removed in the final artwork.

Rectangular template for 4 oz single wall paper cup
Full color



Keep the text inside the orange dotted line

Let the artwork continue until the blue line

Note: Keep your artwork rectangular. We will provide a 3D proof with the correct distortion 

Template  100ml cup / Print size 165mm x 63mm (including bleed) - 4oz Express Model

Open this file in your design software and save it as AI/PDF file
Don’t forget to turn off the “design info” layer

Place the obligatory 
SUP logo(28 x 14 mm)
horizontally and below
the grey dotted line



Keep the text inside the orange dotted line

Let the artwork continue until the blue line

Template  150ml cup / Print size 188mm x 84mm (including bleed) - 6oz Express Model

Open this file in your design software and save it as AI/PDF file
Don’t forget to turn off the “design info” layer

Note: Keep your artwork rectangular. We will provide a 3D proof with the correct distortion 

Place the obligatory 
SUP logo(28 x 14 mm)
horizontally and below
the grey dotted line



Keep the text inside the orange dotted line

Place the obligatory 
SUP logo (28 x 14 mm) 
horizontally and below
the grey dotted line

Let the artwork continue until the blue line

Open this file in your design software and save it as AI/PDF file
Don’t forget to turn off the “Design info” layer

Template  180ml cup / Print size 178mm x 93mm (including bleed) - Express - 7oz

Note: Keep your artwork rectangular. We will provide a 3D proof with the correct distortion



Bleed ends here

Visible area

Artworks are accepted in *.pdf format.
Do not alter artboard dimensions!
All Pantone colours will be converted to official CMYK values.
Technical objects and colours should be removed in the final artwork.

Rectangular template for 8 oz single wall paper cup
Full color



Bleed ends here

Visible area

Artworks are accepted in *.pdf format.
Do not alter artboard dimensions!
All Pantone colours will be converted to official CMYK values.
Technical objects and colours should be removed in the final artwork.

Rectangular template for 8 oz double wall paper cup
Full color



Template 225ml cup / Druckformat 210mm x 88 mm (including bleed) express 8oz

Keep the text inside the orange dotted line

Let the artwork continue until the blue line

Open this file in your design software and save it as AI/PDF file
Don’t forget to turn off the “design info” layer

Note: Keep your artwork rectangular. We will provide a 3D proof with the correct distortion 

Place the obligatory 
SUP logo(28 x 14 mm)
horizontally and below
the grey dotted line



Keep the text inside the orange dotted line

Place the obligatory 
SUP logo (28 x 14 mm) 
horizontally and below 
the grey dotted line

Let the artwork continue until the blue line

Template  225ml cup / Print size 210mm x 88mm (including bleed) - double wall express 8oz

Note: keep your artwork rectangular. We will provide a 3D proof with the correct distortions. 

Open this file in your design software and save it as a AI / PDF file
Don’t forget to turn off the "design info" layer



Bleed ends here

Visible area

Artworks are accepted in *.pdf format.
Do not alter artboard dimensions!
All Pantone colours will be converted to official CMYK values.
Technical objects and colours should be removed in the final artwork.

Rectangular template for 12 oz single wall paper cup
Full color



Keep the text inside the orange dotted line

Place the obligatory
SUP logo (28 x 14 mm) 
horizontally and below 
the grey dotted line

Let the artwork continue until the blue line

Template  300ml cup / Print size 228mm x 110mm (including bleed)- express - 12oz

Note: Keep your artwork rectangular. We will provide a 3D proof with the correct distortion 

Open this file in your design software and save it as AI/PDF file
Don’t forget to turn off the “design info” layer



Bleed ends here

Visible area

Artworks are accepted in *.pdf format.
Do not alter artboard dimensions!
All Pantone colours will be converted to official CMYK values.
Technical objects and colours should be removed in the final artwork.

Rectangular template for 16 oz single wall paper cup
Full color
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